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BLOCK 20, SECTION 43 FREWIN PLACE, SCULLIN 
 

Dear Ms Berry, 
 

1. The Friends of Hawker (FoHV) have been approached by neighbours of this block which is to be sold 

this year for construction of 15 dwellings.  Their experience is that they have been informed but not 

consulted about the proposed sale of this block for “community housing”.  The block in question is 

part of the Community Facilities Zone bounded by Frewin Place, Ross Smith Crescent, Chewings 

Street and Belconnen Way (see map on p.4).  Whilst supportive housing is prohibited on most of 

that land, that prohibition does not apply to Blocks 13 and 20 for some unknown reason.  Under the 

Community Facilities Zone Development Code a maximum of four storeys is permitted for 

residential buildings which is highly inconsistent with the surrounding residential zoning.   
 

2. Close neighbours are in an RZ1, mainly single storey area and naturally fear undesirable impact on 

their living space by an indeterminate dense development so near.  Rowdy behaviour and drivers 

doing wheelies in the car park at the end of Frewin Place in the evenings already cause annoyance to 

residents which does not encourage confidence.  A resident has been informed that: 
 

Site-specific engagement has not been undertaken in relation to the identified use. 1 

                                                                    

1 Graham Mundy, Senior Director, Urban Projects, EPSDD, 14 June 2019 by email. 
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3. FoHV have been advised by government that: 

We do not consider that restrictions on community housing providers will be necessary.  There are 

no concerns about the proximity of community housing to any existing development. 2  

This opinion seems to have been formed by bureaucracy without consulting with the residents or 

even attempting to assuage their fears.  Further, we understand that only a small number of nearby 

residents have been notified of this development intent, so these decisions have been made without 

wider local consultation, which will come after the fact. 

4. The above advice also included the information that community consultation would only occur after 

sale of the block, i.e. in relation to the development application once it has been lodged: 
 

The successful tenderer will be required to conduct a genuine consultation process on the plans as 

part of the development approval process and demonstrate that their proposal understands and is 

responsive to key concerns and feedback from the community.  

Logically, it would seem better to raise these key concerns and feedback from the community 

before the tender is called, so that prospective buyers are well aware of the issues before 

committing to the site, not after they have spent considerable time and money on having plans 

drawn up.  Consultation in this circumstance is always distressing for all concerned and should be 

avoided where possible. 

Development concerns 

5. The CFZ Development Code provides in Rule 7 that supportive housing can be a maximum of two-

storeys if within 30 metres of a residential block or four storeys if further away.  In this case, it is 

likely that the majority of Block 20 is more than 30 metres from the nearest residential blocks.  A 

four-storey building on this site, though, would be totally out of character with the surrounding 

areas, which are predominantly single storeys, and would dominate the immediate neighbourhood. 
 

6. Any such building is also subject to the Multi-Unit Housing Development Code.  Whilst it is common 

practice to accept that the planning rules have been designed to implement the objectives, different 

sites can produce different results under the same rules.  A small four-storey building in an 

environment of mainly one storey with the odd two storeys will stand out like a sore thumb. 
 

7. Parking, in particular, could be a major neighbourhood nuisance.  The establishment of fifteen 

dwellings in this small space which allows an average 187.5 sq.m. of land per dwelling, inevitably 

means there will be inadequate parking provided, even for low-income earners.  The adjoining 

public parking area will entice use by residents and potentially cause inconvenience to users of 

Humpy Hall and other community facilities.   
 

8. Further detail is provided in the Attachment. 

                                                                    
 

2 Graham Mundy, Senior Director, Urban Renewal, EPSDD, by email 6 August 2019. 
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Conclusion 

9. The concerns FoHV asks you to consider can be summarised as: 

 Lack of any consultation before sale of the block; 

 Lack of consideration of the specific circumstances of this block; 

 Apparent intention to redevelop Block 13 which has the only community hall in the area; 

 Building height potentially overwhelming for the neighbourhood; 

 Likely noise and parking problems over time; 

 Number of dwellings excessive for site; and 

 Impact on neighbours, both in the residential zone and in the rest of the community 

facilities zone. 

FoHV recommends a maximum height of two storeys would be more appropriate for this site.  

Thank you for your attention. 

Yours sincerely,  

 

11 September 2019 

 

 

 

 

Attachment:  Block 20 Section 43 Scullin  
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ATTACHMENT – Block 20 Section 43 Scullin 

 

There does not appear to be a masterplan for Section 43, just a subdivision plan which is shown in the 

diagram below.  The area coloured yellow is the Community Facilities Zone covering Block 20, Block 13 

(Humpy Hall), Block 22 (Cerebral Palsy Association), Blocks 24 & 27 (vacant), Block 28 (Cambodian 

Buddhist Temple) and, across Chewings Street in Page Section 22, St Matthews church (Block 5), 

presbytery (Block 6) and primary school.  The surrounding Scullin areas are all RZ1, with RZ2 in both the 

neighbouring Page and Hawker sections. 

 
 

Diagram from actmapi showing Scullin to the left of Chewings Street and Page to the right.  Hawker is 

below Belconnen Way.  Yellow = CFZ, green = urban open space, tan = RZ1 and pink = RZ2. 

 

The diagram above clearly shows the odd division of the land.  Block 13 (Humpy Hall) has been 

separated from Block 20 by a narrow passage, which appears as a dogleg in the diagram below.  This 

dogleg is incorporated in Block 24 but, at present, this is green space which protects the outdoor play 

area of Humpy Hall which is used for childcare as well as other activities.  On the Belconnen Way side, 

Humpy Hall is protected by a zoned green space stretching around the southern and western sides of 

Section 43.  Humpy Hall is the only such community space for use by the public in our four catchment 

suburbs, so FoHV are concerned to discover that it could be lost at some time in the future. 
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Above are excerpts from the Scullin Precinct map and code which show that both Blocks 21 and 13 have been 

excluded from the PD1 area where supportive housing is prohibited. 

Background 

10. The Scullin portion of this Community Facilities zone was originally the site of the Scullin Community 

Health Centre until this program ceased and the building was occupied by the ACT Health Protection 

Service and, later, by Alzheimers Australia ACT.  Humpy Hall was built around the same time as the 

old health centre building and the parking lot was designed to serve both activities.  These were 

surrounded by green space with trees filling the remaining area.  This space was subsequently 

subdivided into individual blocks, two of which have been sold and developed.   
 

11. Both of these blocks are now largely concreted over with buildings and carparks which contrasts 

with the neighbouring areas with 50% site coverage, leaving room for trees and shrubs.  It is 

apparent that the development of Block 20 will be similar and will contribute to an increased heat 

island effect.  
 

12. It is unclear why the particular block shapes were chosen.  Block 24 incorporates a public footpath 

from Ross Smith Crescent to the Belconnen Way underpass and access to the common parking lot 

around Humpy Hall – it is an awkward shape.  We have been advised in a letter that:  

Government is currently considering the release of Block 27 for community uses while there are no 

current development proposals being considered for Block 24.3 

13. At 2,813 sq. m., Block 20 is the largest block in this section and is on flat land rather than sloping 

land.  That might have been the reason it was designated for community housing along with Block 

13 (Humpy Hall) whilst residential use was specifically prohibited in the remainder of the CFZ which 

is on sloping land.  This decision was made prior to 14 December 2012 according to the Scullin 

precinct map.  To the ordinary resident, it is not logical that housing is permitted on these portions 

but banned on the adjoining blocks when it is a relatively small CZ1 area.  As Humpy Hall is well used 

by the community, it would be questionable to remove it from public use. 

 

                                                                    

3 Graham Mundy, Senior Director, Urban Projects, EPSDD,  12 July 2019 


